
Foreign Legacy Society* Registration
(For volunteers or contributors paying by Bank transfer only)

Membership in the Foreign Legacy Society (FLS) provides voting rights in the general meetings, and
carries a responsibility to actively contribute to reaching FLS goals. Membership includes access to online
discussion groups where information is shared, activities are discussed, and progress toward goals is
reported.

We also welcome Volunteers to contribute their time and energy without paying a membership fee, and
Sponsors who make financial contributions. Neither volunteers nor sponsors are involved in running the
organization. If you would prefer to transfer your financial contribution by bank transfer or wish to
volunteer, please fill in the form.

Send your completed form to fst@foreignsection.org or mail it to Sachiko Itou, 1-6-31-1201 Minami
Azabu, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 106-0047 after you make payment to:

UFJ Nihombashi branch
Futsu 5652746
Itou Sachiko

*The Foreign Legacy Society is a pending NPO. Until the application is processed and approved, we will
“do business” as the Foreign Section Trust an unofficial group. Be aware no one can engage in activities
under FLS auspices, as the auspices don’t exist. Any infringement of this could cause the NPO application
to be rejected. PRIVACY POLICY: Your name, address and contact details are kept on file and not sold or
released. Member, sponsor and donor names will appear on the website unless specifically requested not to.

____________________, 2005

Name: ____________________________________________________
(Romaji and Katakana, or Kanji)

Address: ___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
(If you are joining as a representative of an organization, you can use your organization’s address)

Telephone number(s): ________________________________________

E-mail address:______________________________________________
(Other online contacts)

I would like to become a: � Member (3000 yen) 
� Volunteer  (0 yen) 
� Sponsor (                  yen)

Involvement:
Please tell us what role you can play in the Society and the contribution you are willing to make.


